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1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper it to give a more standard crystallographic 
interpretation to the algebraic classification of the three-dimensional crys- 
tallographic groups developed by Auslander [l, 21 and Cook [7]. In Section 
2 we summarize this algebraic classification and list the 24 representations 
of the proper point groups they obtain. In Section 3 and Section 4 we 
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outline the standard classification of these groups based on the Bravais 
lattices using as a reference Burns and Glazer [6]. We then show how 
using an idea of Weyl [lo], we can define metric properties for these group 
representations in Section 5. What we believe to be new is described in 
Section 6, where we give an algebraic definition of Bravais lattice. This 
new definition yields a simple algebraic procedure for deriving the Bravais 
lattice of a group representation that does not depend on the difficult 
geometric concepts of uniformity and equivalence that are used in stan- 
dard derivations. In Section 7 we use this procedure to compute the 
Bravais lattices for the 24 representations in the Auslander-Cook list, and 
thus, find their standard names in the International Tables for Crystallogra- 
phy [91. 
2. THE AUSLANDER-COOK CLASSIFICATION 
In this section we summarize the classification obtained by Auslander 
and Cook of the crystallographic groups. For us the main features of the 
classification is that it is intrinsic (purely algebraic) and that it is construc- 
tive. 
We first present two forms of the definition of crystallographic group. 
This discussion follows that of Auslander and Shenefelt [3]. Let R(3) 
denote the group of rigid motions of Euclidean 3-space. Then R(3) 
contains the translations T as a maximal normal abelian subgroup. R(3) is 
the semidirect product of the orthogonal group O(3) and T which we 
write as T >a O(3). In other words, R(3) satisfies the split short exact 
sequence 
1 + T + R(3) -+ O(3) -+ 1. (1) 
Now, a subgroup r < R(3) is a crystallographic group if it is discrete and 
co-compact (R(3)/I is compact). By the famous Bieberbach theorem 141 
this means that L = I n T is a (full) lattice in T. This means that I 
satisfies 
(2) 
with G finite. The extension (2) gives a faithful representation of G in 
O(3). The group G = r/L is called the point group of the crystallographic 
group r. 
From these considerations Auslander and Cook give the following 
algebraic 
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DEFINITION 1. A group I is a crystallographic group if it satisfies 
1+Z3+I+G+1. (3) 
with Z3 maximal abelian and G finite. 
The extension (3) defines, up to a choice of basis in Z3, a faithful 
representation of G in GL,(Z). Thus, the first step in the classification is 
to determine the distinct conjugacy classes of finite subgroups of GL,(Z). 
The relation of conjugacy in GL,(Z) is called unimodular equivalence. We 
remark that for odd dimensions this relation is the same as proper 
unimodular equivalence or conjugacy in SL,(Z). 
To do this Auslander and Cook first classify the possible finite sub- 
groups of SL,(Z) up to isomorphism. They then construct all the unimodu- 
larly inequivalent representations in SL,(Z) of these groups. Now, a 
complete set of inequivalent representations of finite groups in GL,(Z) is 
obtained constructively from those in SL,(Z). In this way, the 73 point 
groups (the unimodularly inequivalent finite subgroups of GL,(Z)) are 
obtained. The 230 space groups are then constructed as inequivalent 
extensions of these point groups. 
In somewhat more detail, they show that any finite subgroup F of 
SL,(Z) contains a maximal abelian normal subgroup A of which it is the 
split extension. The groups that can occur as maximal abelian normal 
subgroups we call basic groups in the classification. They are Z,, Z,, Z,, 
Z,, Z,, and (Z, @ Z,). Thus, we have reduced the problem of finding the 
possible such F to computing subgroups of the holomorphs, A >a Aut(A), 
the semi-direct product of a group by its automorphism group, of the basic 
groups A. Auslander and Cook obtain the following: 
THEOREM 1. Let F be a finite subgroup of SL,(Z) then F is isomorphic 
to one of the following: 
1. Z,, n = 1,2,3,4,6. A cyclic group of order 1,2,3,4, or 6. 
2. Z, >a Aut(Z,), n = 3,4,6. The holomorph of a cyclic group of order 
3,4, or 6. (Note. Aut(Z,) a Z, for n = 3,4,6.) 
3. Z, d Z,. The Klein four-group. 
4. (Z, cl3 Z,) x z,. 
5. (Z, Q ZJ >a Aut(Z, @ Z,>. The holomorph of the four-group. 
(Note. Aut(Z, Q Z,) s S,, the group of permutations on three elements.) 
Auslander and Cook then construct a canonical set of completely- 
reducible representations of the basic groups in SL,(Z). These are block 
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diagonal: Z,, Z,, and (Z, @ Z,> as 
Pl 0 0 I I 0 P2 0 0 0 P3 
(pi = f 1 one-dimensional representations) and Z,, Z,, and Z, as i z t 1 
from the Q-irreducible (and hence Z-irreducible) two-dimensional repre- 
sentations (T obtained as companion matrices of the appropriate cyclo- 
tomic polynomials. The block diagonal form of these representations plays 
an important role both in the Auslander and Cook classification and our 
computation of the Bravais lattices. 
Now since every automorphism of these basic matrix groups (represen- 
tations) can be realized as an inner automorphism in SL,(Z) [S], we have 
that each of the isomorphism classes in Theorem 1 has a completely- 
reducible representation in SL,(Z). Now that we know that each of the 
possible isomorphism classes is represented in SL,(Z), we can change our 
perspective: to the study of matrix groups and their conjugacy classes. We 
call a representative of a unimodular equivalence class of a group an 
integer form of the group. 
Before we list the integer forms of the finite subgroups of SL,(Z) 
constructed by Auslander and Cook, we sketch how these determine the 
integer forms in GL,(Z). Suppose that r < GL,(Z), consider det: r + Z,, 
then we have two cases: 
1. det is trivial. Then, we already have r < SL,(Z). 
2. det is not trivial. Then, letting K be the kernel of det and I the 
identity, we have again two cases: 
(a) -I E r. Then r is the group generated by K and -I, and so it 
is obtained from an integer form in SL,(Z) by adjoining --I. 
(b) -Z 6 I?. Then if, 
r=KurK 
is a coset decomposition, let 
l?=Ku -yK. 
Now, K < I? < SL,(Z) with the index of K in l7’ equal to two. Thus, r 
can be constructed from an integer form A in SL,(Z) if there exists a 
subgroup R of index two in A with coset decomposition A = R U SR by 
setting r = s1 U - 6fi. 
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We remark for later reference, that in any event, integer forms for 
GL,(Z) differ from those in SL,(Z), at most, by multiplying some elements 
by -I. 
The Auslander-Cook list of integer forms in SL,(Z) is given below. We 
enumerate them first by their isomorphism class. Then within each class 
we give each integer form starting with the completely-reducible or primi- 
tive ones. We temporarily give these forms names that only somewhat 
anticipate our results: the standard names in International Tables for 
Crystallography. Each form is presented in terms of generating matrices 
and previously defined forms: r = A means that I? is the group generated 
by the matrix A, I? = A v II, r is the group generated by the matrices A 
and B, and r = A V A, is the group generated by the group A and the 
matrix A. 
1. Z,. (a) (primitive) 
1 0 0 
l,= 0 10. 
l I 0 0 1 
2. Z,. (a) (primitive) 
(b) 
1 1 0 
2,, = l 0 - 1 0 
0 0 -1 
3. Z,. (a) (primitive) 
1 0 0 
3,= i 0 0 -1  1 -  I 
(b) 
1 0 1 
3, = l 0 0 -1  1 -  I 
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4. Z,. (a) (primitive) 
1 
4,= i 0 
0 
(b) 
l 
1 
4,, = 0 
0 
5. Z,. (a> (primitive) 
1 
6,= t 0 
0 
6. Z, >a Z,. (a) (primitive) 
0 
0 
-1 
1 
0 
-1 
0 
0 
-1 
t 
-1 
32, = 3, v 0 
0 
(b) (primitive) 
-1 
32,, = 3, V 0 
0 
cc> 
-1 
32, = 3, V 0 
0 
7. Z, X Z,. (a> (primitive) 
i 
-1 
422, = 4, v 0 
0 
(b) 
-1 
422, = 4,, V 0 
0 
0 
-1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
-1 
0 
0 
-1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 I 
0 
1 
0 I 
0 
1 
1 I 
0 
-1 
0 I 
0 
1 
0 1 
0 
-1 
0 I 
0 
-1 
0 i 
0 
-1 I 
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8. Z, >a Z,. (a) (primitive) 
-1 0 0 
622, = 6, v 0 0 - 1 
0 -1 0 
9. Z, ,@ Z,. (a) (primitive) 
l 
1 0 0 
I l 
-1 0 0 
222,= 0 -1 0 v 0 1 0  0 -1  0 -1 I 
09 
cc> 
1 1 1 
222,,, 
= 
l 0 
- 
1 0 I v  0 -1 i 
-1 -1 0 
0 1 0  0 -1 1 
GO 
lo. (z, 63 25,) >a Z,. (a> (primitive) 
(b) 
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11. (Z, @ Z,) >Q S,. (a) (primitive) 
0 
432, = 32, V I - 1 
0 
(b) 
I 1 432, = 32, V - 2 0 
(4 
I 0 432, = 32,, v - 1 0 
-1 
0 
0 0 
0 -1 I 
0 1 
-1 
-1 
0 -1 I 
-1 
0 0. 
0 0 I -1 
3. CRYSTAL SYSTEMS 
In this and the next section we summarize the geometric development 
of the Bravais lattices as given in Burns and Glazer [6]. We also use this 
reference to give the standard nomemenclature for the crystallographic 
groups as used in the International Tables for Crystallography [9]. 
The Bravais lattices are those which are invariant under the various 
finite subgroups of rotations in 3-space. In fact, since the geometry of a 
lattice is invariant under reflection in the origin, no additional constraints 
are gained by considering improper rotations. Thus, we may restrict our 
attention to subgroups of proper rotations. 
There are 11 distinct groups of proper rotations that have invariant 
lattices, which we now list with their international notation and isomor- 
phism class. 
1. 1 = Z,. Trivial symmetry; the identity group. 
2. 2 z Z,. The group generated by a two-fold rotation of 180”. 
Isomorphic to the cyclic group of order 2. 
3. 3 = Z,. The group generated by a three-fold rotation of 120”. 
Isomorphic to the cyclic group of order 3. 
4. 4 a Z,. The group generated by a four-fold rotation of 90”. Iso- 
morphic to the cyclic group of order 4. 
5. 6 z Z,. The group generated by a six-fold rotation of 60”. Isomor- 
phic to the cyclic group of order 6. 
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6. 222 = Z2 @ Z,. The group generated by two distinct two-fold 
rotations of 180”. Isomorphic to the direct sum (product) of two cyclic 
groups of order 2. This is the Klein four-group. It of neccessity contains a 
third independent two-fold rotation. 
7. 32 = Z, >a Z,. The group generated by a three-fold and a two-fold 
rotation. Isomorphic to the dihedral group of order 6: the semi-direct 
product of the cyclic group of order 3 by the cyclic group of order 2. 
8. 422 a Z, >a Z,. The group generated by a four-fold and a two-fold 
rotation. Isomorphic to the dihedral group of order 8: the semi-direct 
product of the cyclic group of order 4 by the cyclic group of order 2. 
9. 622 z Z, >Q Z,. The group generated by a six-fold and a two-fold 
rotation. Isomorphic to the dihedral group of order 12: the semi-direct 
product of the cyclic group of order 6 by the cyclic group of order 2. 
10. 23 = (Z, @ Z,) X Z, 2 A,. The group of rotations preserving 
the tetrahedron: the tetrahedral group. Contains four three-fold rotations 
and three two-fold rotations. Isomorphic to the semi-direct product of the 
four-group by the cyclic group of order 3. Also isomorphic to the alternat- 
ing group on four elements, A,, the subgroup of even permutations in the 
group of all permutations on four elements, the symmetric group S,. 
11. 432 = (Z, @ Z,) >a S, = S,. The group of rotations preserving 
the octahedron (and by duality the cube): the octahedral group. Contains 
the tetrahedral group and three four-fold rotations. Isomorphic to the 
semi-direct product of the four-group by its automorphism group, the 
symmetric group on three elements S,. Also isomorphic to the group of all 
permutations on four elements, the symmetric group S,. 
Corresponding to these 11 groups there are six invariant lattices. Crys- 
tallographers describe these lattices in terms of a conventional unit cell. It 
is defined by a standard triad of three independent vectors, a, b, c along 
the x-, y-, and z-axes. In Fig. 1 the standard triad is shown where (Y, p, y 
denote the interaxial angles y A z, z A x, x A y and A, B, C denote the 
faces spanned by (b, c), (a, c), (a, b). We also write a, b, c for the lengths 
of a, b, c. Now, the lattice corresponding to the standard triad is simply the 
integral span of the vectors, a, b, c, L = (ma + nb + pclm, n, p E Z). The 
condition that L be invariant under one or more groups of rotations is 
stated in terms of certain metric conditions the unit cell must satisfy. 
These are relations amongst the angles and lengths determined by the 
standard triad. 
Crystallographers use this description of the six invariant lattices to 
define six or seven “crystal systems.” There are seven if the hexagonal 
system is distinguished from the trigonal system. The distinction is based 
only usage: the groups with a three-fold rotationa axis are put in the 
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FIG. 1. The standard triad. 
triagonal system, while those with a six-fold axis are put in the hexagonal 
system. In either case the invariant lattice is the same. We now list the 
crystal systems with their metric properties as described by crystallogra- 
phers. The translation to properties of the group and its invariant lattice is 
fairly straightforward and is not given explicitly. For example, the fact that 
the vector c can be choosen as a rotational axis is equivalent to the 
existence of an eigenvector with eigenvalue + 1 for the group representa- 
tion. 
The Six (Seuen) Crystal Systems 
Triclinic . 
a#b#cc; (Yzpzy. 
(Read # as not neccessarily equal). The lattice satisfies no metric 
conditions. 
Monoclinic. 
afb#c, CY = p = 90”, y f 90”. 
Invariant under the group 2. Obtained by choosing c as the two-fold 
rotational axis. 
Hexagonal ( Triagonal >. 
a#b#c, a = p = 90”, y = 120”. 
Invariant under the group 3. Obtained by choosing c as the three-fold 
rotational axis. It is also invariant under the groups 6, 32, and 622. Note: 
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both 3 and 6 give the same lattice because if the angle between a and b is 
120” then the angle between a and a + b is 60”. 
Tetragonal. 
a=b#c, ff=p=y=900. 
Obtained from 4. Also, 422. Choose c as the rotational axis. 
Orthorhombic. 
a#b#c, C-Y = p = y = 90”. 
Obtained from 222. Choose c as one two-fold axis, forcing a and b also to 
be two-fold axes. 
Cubic. 
a=b=c 7 a = p = y = 90”. 
Obtained from 23. Also, invariant under 432. Choose the body diagonal 
a + b + c as one of the three-fold axes; this forces complete symmetry of 
the triad. 
4. THE 14 BRAVAIS LA~ICES 
An additional eight inequivalent lattices may be constructed from the 
six systems described in Section 3 by “centering.” For each crystal system, 
we examine whether additional points can be added in such a way that the 
following two properties are preserved: (1) that the new system is a lattice 
and (2) that the new lattice is still invariant. If both properties hold we 
then investigate whether the new lattice is equivalent to the original one 
or another found by a different centering. To do this the crystallographer 
introduces a notion of “uniformity” of the added system of points and, 
then, the idea of “equivalence” of lattices. These are very difficult con- 
cepts that our algebraic approach avoids. Using the notion of uniformity, 
the crystallographer determines that the new points must be added at 
various “centers” of the unit cell defined by the standard triad. There are 
essentially four ways in which this can be done: 
1. Trivial centering. Adding no points at all to one of the six invariant 
lattices obviously produces an invariant lattice. This “centering” is indi- 
cated by adding “-P” to the end of the name of the starting crystal system. 
2. Body centering. Adding a point at the midpoint of the main or body 
diagonal, +(a + b + c). If this results in an invariant lattice, it is denoted 
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by sufhxing “-I” to the name of the starting crystal system (I from the 
German innenzentrierung). 
3. (AU-)fuce centeting. Adding points at the centers of each face A, 
B, and C, i(b + c>, :(a + c>, and $(a + b). This is denoted by the suthx 
,,p.‘, 
4. Single-face centering. Adding a point in the center of one of the 
faces A, B, or C. The corresponding lattices are denoted with the suIIixes 
“-A,” “-B,” or “-C.” 
It should be pointed out that there is no “two-face” centering: An 
attempt to center just two independent faces fails because the resulting 
lattice is not invariant. 
There is a special “centering” of the hexagonal (triagonal) system that 
yields a new lattice. It adds two points along the cross-body diagonal, 
dividing it in thirds: ia + +b + +c and :a + fb + fc. This new lattice 
retains the three-fold symmetry of the hexagonal (triagonal) system but 
not the six-fold. It is called triagonal-R to emphasize this fact. This lattice 
is also called Rhombohedral. 
Now using the possible centerings and the idea of equivalence of lattices 
the crystallographer determines the following classification of the 14 
Bravais lattices. For each system we simply list the resulting inequivalent 
lattices and indicate the equivalent centerings. 
The 14 Bravais Lattices 
Triclinic -P. Just the primitive system (P = A = B = C = I = F). 
Monoclinic -P, and a one-face centering -B (P = C; A = B = F = I). 
Tetragonal -P and body centering -I (P = C; I = F). 
Orthorhombic -P, -I, -F, and -C. 
Cubic -P, -I, and -F. 
Hexagonal -P. 
Triagonal ( rhombohedral > -R. 
The full notation for the space groups in the International Tables 
involves many conventions that are outside the scope of this paper. 
However, the key to applying these conventions is the Bravais lattice of a 
group representation. For the class of the proper rotations, with the 
exception of 32, the Bravais lattice of a representation completely deter- 
mines its name (space group symbol). In fact, the symbol for these groups, 
represented as rotations in the appropriate Bravais lattice, is indicated by 
prefixing a “P, I, F, R or A, B, C” to the numeric description of the group’s 
isomorphism class. Thus, 14 is the representation of 4 in the body centered 
tetragonal attice, while P4 is its representation in the primitive one. This 
notation serves to uniquely identify the representation (upto rational 
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equivalence) when there is only one representation in the appropriate 
Bravais lattice. However, for the exceptional case, 32, there are two 
inequivalent representations in the hexagonal(trigonal)-P lattice. (The two 
primitive forms in Section 2.) Roughly speaking, after choosing c as the 
three-fold axis, there are two inequivalent ways to position the two-fold 
axes. We simply remark that if the two-fold axes are chosen perpendicular 
to a, b, and a + b then the representation is called P312 and if they are 
chosen parallel to these vectors the representation is P321. 
An example should make this clearer. Consider the group 2 acting in 
the monoclinic4 lattice. It takes c to c, a to -a, and b to -b. So relative 
to the basic c, a, and b it has the matrix representation 
1 0 0 
0 -1 0 
0 0 -1 
which we write as P2. Now consider 2 acting in the monoclinic-B lattice. 
Choosing c, $(a + c>, and b for a basis, we obtain the representation 
which we then write as B2. 
5. THE METHOD 
In this section we describe the method we use for giving a more 
standard crystallographic interpretation to the algebraic classification of 
the crystallographic groups obtained by Auslander and Cook. 
From the intrinsic (algebraic) definition of crystallographic group Aus- 
lander and Cook have found all unimodularly inequivalent finite sub- 
groups of GL,(Z). They have constructed them as explicit matrix groups. 
Now suppose I? < GL,(Z) is one of them. By simple “extension of scalars,” 
we can view GL,(Z) < GL,(R) and hence I’ acting in 3-space. However, to 
relate I to the metric conditions used by crystallographers we must choose 
a dot-product in R3 under which I is orthogonal. From a mathematical 
point of view, this can be done by choosing a real positive-definite 
symmetric form, p : R3 x R3 + R, such that l? is in the orthogonal group 
determined by /3. A neccessary and sufficient condition for this to be true 
is that p be I-invariant, i.e., 
P(rx,rv) = P(x, Y)7 y E r;x,y E R3. (4) 
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In matrix notation, let 93 be the set of real symmetric, positive definite 
matrices. Then the form p defined by B, 
P(x, Y) = X’BY, (5) 
is I-invariant if and only if 
G’BG = B for all G E I. (6) 
We have two distinct equivalence relations on B induced by a choice of 
basis: let B, B’ E 99 then 
1. B is (rationally) equivalent to B’ (B -Q B’) if there is an 
R E GL,(Q) such that 
B’ = R’BR. (7) 
2. B is unimodularly equivalent to B’ (B Nz B’) if there is an 
R E SL,(Z) such that Eq. (7) holds. 
We have similar relations in matrix groups. Let I and A be subgroups of 
GL,(Z). We say that I? is (rationally) equivalent or conjugate to A if there 
exists R E GL,(Q) such that 
A = R-‘I’R (8) 
and write I - QA. Similarly, we say, r is integer equivalent or unimodularly 
equivalent to A, I - zA, if in Eq. (8) we can choose R E SL,(Z). For all 
these relations, when it is clear from context we drop the subscript and 
simply write - . 
Let &?[I’] denote the I-invariant positive-definite bilinear forms. The 
equivalence relations on forms naturally extend to sets of forms and we 
can state 
PROPOSITION 2. If r - A then mr1 N @[Al. 
In fact, let D E A and B E &?[I’] then, since A = R-‘rR, we have that 
there is a G E I such that D = R-‘GR and we can write 
D’R’BRD = (R-‘GRJ’R’BRI-‘GR (9) 
= R’G( R-‘)‘R’BRI-‘GR (10) 
= R’BR. (11) 
And, so @[I’] c $‘[A]. Now, by the symmetry of the relation I - A, we 
have proved the proposition. CI 
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We are now in a position to give an intrinsic definition of “crystal 
system.” 
DEFINITION 2. Let I? < GL,(Z) be finite. A representative crystal sys- 
tem for l? is 99(I). The set of all rationally equivalent such sets of forms is 
the crystal system for F. 
The following proposition greatly reduces the number of groups we have 
to look at in determining the crystal systems. 
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose that A E GL,(Z) is symmetric, A2 = I, and 
for all B E L@[r], AB = BA, then 
@9[r v A] = a[r]. (12) 
Indeed, if B E &?[I’] then 
A’BA=ABA=BA2=BI=B. (13) 
Therefore B E .&?[I’ v A] and we have B[I] c &3[I v A]. The opposite 
inclusion is implied by the definition of a[I’]. 0 
Since -I commutes with every matrix, we have, 
COROLLARY 4. .GJ[I’ v - I] = &?[I’]. 
Corollary 4 implies that to obtain the crystal systems, we need to look 
only at subgroups of SL,(Z) because the finite groups in GL,(Z) are 
obtained from those in SL,(Z) by multiplying elements by -I. 
To obtain the metric characterization used by crystallographers of a 
crystal system for I, we will calculate the metric properties that the 
standard triad in the I-invariant lattice Z3 must satisfy for all B E G?(r). 
For the remainder of this section we fix a = (0, LO>, b = (O,O, 1) and, 
c = (LO, 0) as the standard triad in Z3. We now show how the six crystal 
systems are determined by the forms in the Auslander-Cook list. We note 
that by Proposition 2 we need only look at the primitive forms. 
5.1. z, 
Every form is invariant and we obtain the triclinic crystal system. 
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5.2. z, 
By direct calculation we obtain 
.@2,1= -[( a -8 i]]= [i g I]. 
Then for any element B E ~8[2,], we have a 2,-invariant dot product 
x * y = X’BY and six relations on the unit cell: 
c*c=r 
c.a=O 
c*b=O 
a*a=s 
a*b=t 
b.b=u. 
These relations imply 
a#b#c, a = p = 90”, y # 90”. 
Thus, 2, determines the Monoclinic system. 
5.3. z, 
By direct calculation we obtain 
Again, we obtain six relations which hold for any 3$nvariant dot product: 
c.c=r 
c.a=O 
cab=0 
a * a = 2s 
a-b= --s 
be b = 2s. 
These relations imply 
a=b#c 7 a = p = 90”. 
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To compute y we use 
a-b 
c’s’ = lallbl 
a.b 
=- 
Ial’ 
a*b 
=- 
a*a 
--s 
=- 
2s 
1 
= -- 
2 
and so, y = 120”. Thus, 3, determines the hexagonal system. 
5.4. z, 
By direct calculation we obtain 
Again, for any possible dot product we have six relations: 
C’C”T 
c*a=O 
c-b=0 
a-a=s 
a-b=0 
b.b=s. 
These relations imply 
a=b#c, a = p = y = 90”. 
Thus, 4, determines the tetragonal system. 
5.5. z, 
1 0 0 
6,=3,V i 0 -1 0 I . 
0 0 -1 
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Since 
we can apply Proposition 3 to get @6,] = 8[3,]. Thus 6, determines the 
same crystal system as 3,, the hexagonal system. 
5.6. Z, @ Z, 
By direct calculation we obtain 
@222,1= Gf( A -; i) v (-; ; jj] 
=@[[ fi -i p9[[-~ ; i)] 
+ ; ;j+ ; pi 
r 0 0 
=oso. 
i I 0 0 t 
We have six relations: 
c*c=r 
c.a=O 
c.b=O 
a*a=s 
a*b=O 
b.b=t. 
These relations imply 
a#b#c, a = p = y = 90”. 
Thus, 222, determines the orthorhombic system. 
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The primitive dihedral forms 32,, 32,,, 422,, and 622, are built from the 
primitive basic groups 3,, 4,, and 6, by adjoining the automorphisms: 
-1 0 0 -1 0 0 
0 0 -1 
i 
and 
i 
0 0 1 
0 -1 0 0 1 0 
It can be checked that Proposition 3 applies and therefore the dihedral 
groups introduce no new crystal systems. 
5.7. (Z, 8 z,> x z, 
The primitive integer form 23, is constructed from 222, by adjoining the 
element 
i 0 1 0 1 0 1
i 
which acts by conjugation as an automorphism of 222,. By direct calcula- 
tion we obtain 
r 0 0 
= i 0 r  0 0. I r 
And we have the six relations: 
c’c=r 
c*a=O 
c.b=O 
a.a=r 
a.b=O 
b*b=r. 
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These relations imply 
a=b=c, ~=p=y=g(y. 
Thus, 23, determines the cubic crystal system. 
This result could also be obtained by the following consideration. The 
automorphism 
of the group 222, cyclically permutes the vectors a, b, c in the orthorhom- 
bit system determined by 222,. Thus, the sides of a unit cell must be 
432, = 32, v l -1 0 -1 0 -1 0 
But, 
0 
-1 0 
-1 0 0 
0 0 -1 I 
is symmetric, of order two, and commutes with 
equivalent and so we must have a = b = c. 
The primitive form of (2, ~9 Z,) >a S, is 
thus 432, also determines the cubic crystal system. 
This completes our survey of the primitive forms I < SL,(Z) and so we 
have algebraically derived the six crystal systems in 3-space. In the next 
two sections we will derive the 14 Bravais lattices. 
6. ALGEBRAIC BRAVAIS LATTICES 
In this section we give an algebraic definition of Bravais lattice for an 
integer form I. We also describe a procedure for computing it from a 
presentation of I. 
Roughly speaking, the Bravais lattice for a finite subgroup I of GL,(Z) 
is the unimodular equivalence class of I-invariant positive-definite sym- 
metric bilinear forms. However, we need (for the sake of the naming 
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convention) to describe it as a centered lattice in the appropriate crystal 
system. Thus, our intrinsic definition becomes 
DEFINITION 3. A Bravais lattice for I < GL,(Z) is a pair (Z3, L), 
where L < Z3 is a (full) sublattice such that 
1. L is a primitive sublattice: L is I-invariant and the representation 
determined by L, I restricted to L, is completely-reducible; and, 
2. L is maximal in the sense that its index in Z3, [Z3 : L], is minimal: 
if L’ is any other primitive sublattice then [Z3 : L] I [Z3 : L’]. 
We summarize these conditions by saying the L is a maximal primitive 
sublattice. 
We note that in this definition the maximal primitive sublattice L 
corresponds to the crystal system of r and Z3 to the appropriate “center- 
ing” in L. 
We now need to show that this definition makes sense: that every finite 
I < GL,(Z) has a maximal primitive sublattice. To do this we are going to 
restate the conditions of the definition in terms of matrices and the 
equivalence relations of integer forms. For the equivalence relations 
I waA and I -zA on ubgroups of GL,(Z), we denote the corresponding 
sets of conjugating matrices by: 
&(l?,A) = {RIR-‘IX = A, R E GL,(Q)) 
Y&A) = {RIR-‘I’R = A, R E SL,(Z)). 
The special case Y&I, I? is the rational normalizer of I and is denoted 
&&(I’>. Similarly, &“(I’) = Yz(I, I?. We remark that conjugating ele- 
ments differ by elements in the normalizer, i.e., if R, S E Y&‘, A) then 
RS-’ E J$I> and S-‘R E J$(A). 
Let M3(Q) denote the set of rational, and M,(Z) the set of integral, 
3 x 3 matrices. For P = [pl, p2, p3] E M,(Q) with columns pi, we form 
Lp = (nlPl + n2P2 + n3P31ni E z} 
the integral column space of P. Then L, is a lattice in Q3 and if 
P E M,(Z), L, is a sublattice of Z3. If det(P) # 0 then L, is a full lattice. 
In all that follows, we shall assume that lattice means full lattice. 
LEMMA 5. Zf I’ < GL,(Z) and P E GL,(Q) then L, is r-invariant if 
and only if 
P-W < GL,(Z). (14) 
I.e., there exists A < GL,(Z) such that P E 9&r, A). 
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Indeed, this is just a matrix restatement of the condition of invariance. 
Any integral linear combination of the columns of P can be written as PN 
with N E M,(Z). Now for G E I’, the condition that G(L,) c L, is 
equivalent to the statement that there exists an M E M,(Z) such that 
GP = PM. Since P is invertible this can be written as 
P-‘GP = M E GL,(Z). •I (15) 
LEMMA 6. The representation determined by the T-invariant lattice L, 
for r, T restricted to L, I’lL: L -j L, is given by 
rlLp = P-W (16) 
We combine Lemmas 5 and 6 in 
LEMMA 7. If P E Yo(I’, A> then L, is r-invariant and I’ILp = A. 
Conversly, if P E GL,(Q) and L, is T-invariant, there is a A < GL,(Z) 
such that P E Yo(r, A> and I’lLp = A. 
A particular case of Lemma 7 is 
LEMMA 8. For any P E M,(A), L, is A-invariant and determines the 
same representation, A. 
Indeed, M,(A) = YQ<A, A). 0 
LEMMA 9. Suppose that r -Q A and R E YQ<I’, A). If L, is A-invariant 
then L,, is r-invariant and both lattices determine the same representation. 
In fact, by Lemma 7, there exists A < GL,(Z) such that P E &(A, A). 
But then RP E 9&I’, A) and so, again by Lemma 7, LRp is I-invariant. 
In both cases the representations determined by the lattices are the same: 
A. 0 
We will also need the known theorem [5, p. 851: 
THEOREM 10. Let L be a sublattice in Z3 then there exists a P E GL,(Z) 
such that L = L, and the index [Z3: L] = Idet(P)I. 
We can now restate the condition (1) of the definition: 
PROPOSITION 11. L is a primitive sublattice for I? if and only if there is a 
completely-reducible form A and P E yQ(r, A> n M&Z) such that L = Lp. 
Furthermore, under these conditions, [Z3 : Ll = ldet(PII. 
We will need the following theorem which depends on the classification 
of the crystallographic groups. 
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THEOREM 12. Let A and A be finite completely-reducible integer forms 
in SL,(Z). If A -,A then A wzA. 
Since the Auslander-Cook list displays all the unimodularly inequiva- 
lent integer forms for the finite subgroups of SL,(Z), for the theorem to 
fail there would have to be two distinct primitive forms in an isomorphism 
class that are rationally conjugate. But by inspection this is not the case. 
q 
With all this discussion out of the way, we are now ready to prove 
THEOREM 13. Every finite r < GL,(Z) has a maximal primitive sublat- 
tice. 
Proof. In all that follows, it suffices to consider only P < SL,(Z). We 
first show that there exists a primitive sublattice. By Maschke’s theorem [8, 
p. 411, for any finite P < SL,(Z) there exists a completely-reducible A such 
that P N eA. Consider R E Y&r, A). Since R is rational we can let d be 
the least positive integer such that dR E M,(Z). Now let 
P= 
Since P commutes with everything, P E &“(A), and 
RP E 9&(r, A) n MS(Z). (17) 
By Proposition 11, L,, is a primitive sublattice for P. 
Now we address the question of maximality and the uniqueness of the 
index. Suppose that L and K are primitive sublattices for P. Then, by 
Proposition 11, there exist completely-reducible integer forms A and A’ 
with 
A E ~#,A> n MS(Z) (18) 
B E qr,q n M3(Z), (19) 
such that L = L, and K = L,. Then, since A-‘B E Y&A, A’), we have 
A waA’. By Theorem 12, A wz A’ and there exists a unimodular U E 
F&I’, A). But then 
and 
B’ = BU E 9&-, A) n M3(Z) (20) 
det( B’) = det( BU) = det( B). (21) 
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Thus, the index of L,, in Z3 is the same as that of K. Hence, in terms of 
finding the minimal index, we can confine our attention to sublattices 
arising from the integral matrices in 9&l?, A) for the fixed A. 
In the first part of the proof we showed that for any finite r < SL,(Z) 
there is a completely-reducible integer form A such that 9&r, A> f~ M,(Z) 
is not empty. Let P E Yo<I’, A) n M,(Z) be such that Idet(P)( is mini- 
mal. Then L, is a primitive sublattice. And, by the second part of the 
proof, its index in Z3 is minimal among all possible primitive sublattices. 
cl 
We now face problem of actually finding such maximal lattices for the 
forms, r, in the Auslander-Cook list. The proof of Theorem 13 suggests 
an procedure for finding such a lattice for the forms in the list. To state 
the procedure we need some more notation: let 
ge(r) = (cicc= Gc,GE~,~E M,(Q)) 
and 
&p) = sq#) n GL,(Q). 
Both sets are called, somewhat imprecisely, the (rational) centralizer of r. 
PROCEDURE 14. To find a maximal primitive sublattice for r a non- 
primitive form in the Auslander-Cook list: 
1. Choose A to be the unique primitive form in the isomorphism class 
of r such that r wpA. 
2. Choose R E 9p, A>. 
3. For all Q E &o(A) such that RQ is integral, find Q such that 
(det( RQ)l is minimal. 
Then L = L,, is a maximal primitive sublattice for r. 
Remark. In the classification scheme described in Section 2, the con- 
struction of the non-primitive forms from the block diagonal primitive 
forms allows us to choose R in step 2 so that det(R) = 1. In fact, R can be 
chosen to be upper triangular with l’s on the diagonal. 
We note that RQ E -7,(I’, A) n M,(Z) and so L,, is a primitive 
sublattice. We need only show it is maximal. By Theorem 13 we may 
suppose that there exists P E Yo(r, A> n M,(Z) such that I det(P)) is 
minimal. We need to show that for RQ produced by the procedure 
I det(RQ)l = I det( P)) . But now both R and P are in Y&Y, A) and so 
R-’ E N,(A). Thus, conjugation by R-‘P induces an automorphism of A. 
But every automorphism of A is inner in SL,(Z). So there exists a 
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unimodular U E M’(A) such that R-‘PlJ E gQ(A>. But det(R-‘PU) # 0 
and 
R( R-‘PU) = PU (22) 
is integral. Thus R-‘PU satisfies the condition in step 3 of the procedure 
and therefore 
Idet(RQ)J I Idet(R(R-‘PU))( = Idet(PU)( = Idet(P)l. (23) 
But by Theorem 13, (det( P) I is minimal among all primitive sublattices, so 
Idet(RQ)l = ldet(P)I and L,, is a maximal primitive sublattice. 0 
7. THE REPRESENTATIONS AND THEIR LATTICES 
In this section we apply the procedure described in Section 6 to 
compute the Bravais lattice for each of the integer forms in SL,(Z) 
obtained by Auslander and Cook. We then determine the appropriate 
names or space group symbols for these forms as they appear in the 
International Tables for Crystallography. 
We recall (cf. Section 4), that with the exception of the primitive forms 
in 32, once the Bravais lattice and isomorphism class for an integer form in 
SL,(Z) are known, the form’s name in the International Tables is easily 
constructed. It is the letter suffix of the appropriate Bravais lattice fol- 
lowed by the numeric symbol for the isomorphism class. For example, the 
primitive monoclinic Bravais lattice is denoted monoclinic-P and the form 
2, is named P2. 
We will now compute the maximal primitive sublattices for the non- 
primitive forms and find their centerings. We choose the standard triad for 
the unit cell of the non-primitive form to be a = (0, 1, O), b = (O,O, l), and 
c = (1, 0,O) and choose a’, b’, and c’ to be a basis of the maximal primitive 
sublattice (the columns of RQ) that we construct. Thus, the Bravais lattice 
is the pair of lattices spanned by (a, b, c) and (a’, h’, c’). 
In all the cases in this section, we can choose R so that det(R) = 1. 
Thus, det(RQ) = det(Q) and we need only minimize Idet(Q)l. 
7.1. Z, Monoclinic 
The primitive form in this isomorphism class is 
1 0 0 
0 -1 0 i . 
0 0 -1 
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By direct calculation we find 
The non-primitive form is 
1 1 0 
0 0 -1 
We choose 
R= i 
1 -+ 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 
Then, for Q E ,$9(P2), we require that 
I E 9-(4,32). 
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be integral. Hence, a, 6, c, d, e E Z and b = 2n, c = 2m for m, n E Z. 
We have 
det( Q) = a( be - cd) = 2a( ne - md) 
and, if det(Q) # 0, I det(Q)l 2 2. We find a solution: a = n = e = 1, 
m = d = 0, that achieves this minimum. So, we choose 
Thus, 
spans a maximal primitive sublattice for 2,,. 
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For the sublattice L,, we have b = b’ and c = c’. The point 
a = (O,l,O) 
= +(a’ + c’) 
= 3((-LW + W,O)) 
is in the center of the B face. Thus the Bravais lattice is monoclinic-B and 
2, is B2. 
7.2. Z, Trigonal 
For the primitive form 
1 0 0 
3,=P3= i 0 0 -1 I , 
0 1 -1 
we have 
. 
The corresponding non-primitive form 3,, is 
i 0 1 0 1 -1 . 1 
I 
The unique unipotent conjugating matrix is 
R = [ i -d -)i E 9-(3,,,p3). 
To find the maximal primitive lattice for 3,, we need to find Q E G(P3) 
such that Idet(Q)l is minimal for RQ integral. But for any such Q, 
det( P) = a( b2 + bc + c’). 
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The condition for RQ to be integral is that 
RQ=[ k -d -I][ fj -8 b+;) 
i 
(I (c -6)/3 (-2c -b)/3 
= 0 b 
0 -c bk I 
be integral. Thus a, b, c must be integral. Writing 
c-b=3n 
- 2c - b = 3m 
and solving, we have 
c=n-m 
b= -2n-m 
for m, n E Z. 
Now we have to minimize the Idet(P)J = (a(b2 + bc + c2>1 subject to 
these constraints. We substitute for b and c and find det(Q) = 3a(n2 + 
mn + m2) and so, if det(Q) f 0, ldet(Q)l 2 3. We find a solution: a = 1, 
n = 0, and m = - 1, or, b = 1 and c = 1, that achieves this minimum. 
Hence we choose 
1 0 0 
Q= I 0 1 1 
0 -1 2 
and so, 
I 
1 0 -1 
RQ= 0 1 1. 
0 -1 2 I 
Thus the maximal primitive 3Jnvariant sublattice is generated by 
a’=~0,1,-1),b’=(-1,1,2),c’=c=(1,0,O).FromSection5,weknow 
this is a hexagonal system with c’ the axis of rotation. The unit cell 
determined by the triad a, b, and c is the special centered lattice in the 
hexagonal-P lattice. It is obtained by adding two points along the cross- 
body diagonal, dividing it in thirds. In fact, 
a = 2/3a’ + 1/3b’ + 1/3c’ 
= (0,2/3, - 2/3) + (-l/3,1/3,2/3) + (l/3,0,0) 
= (O,l,O> 
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and 
b = -1/3a’ + 1/3b’ + 1/3c’ 
= (0, - l/3,1/3) + (-l/3,1/3,2/3) + (l/3,0,0) 
= (O,O, 1). 
Thus, the form 3,, determines the triagonal-Z? or rhomobohedral Bravais 
lattice and is R3. 
To find the names of the dihedral forms 32,, 32,,, and 32,,, we 
encounter a difficulty. Although, as discussed in Section 5, the automor- 
phisms 
and 
-1 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 1 0 
preserve the underlying Bravais lattices, they give rise two non-equivalent 
primitive forms: 32, and 32,,. The convention that names these two forms 
is outside the scope of this paper (cf. [6, 71). For the sake of completeness, 
we quote that 32, is P312 and 32,, is P321. However, the non-primitive 
form 32,, is determined: R32. 
7.3. Z, Tetragonal 
For the primitive form 
1 0 0 
4,=P4= i 0 0 1 I ) 
0 -1 0 
we have 
d(P4) = “0 
i 0 
The non-primitive form 4,, is 
1 1 0 
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And the unique unipotent conjugating matrix is 
i 
1 1 -; 
-? 
R= 0 1 0 \ E 3-(411, P4) * \o 0 11 
We calculate for Q E 9(P4) that 
det(Q) = a(b* + c’). 
The condition for RQ to be integral is that 
*=[ 1 -d -i)[ % j 
a (c -b)/2 (-c -b)/2 
= 
I 
0 b 
0 -c ii 
is integral. So, we must have a, b, c E Z and writing 
c-b=2n 
- c-b=2m 
and solving, we have 
c=n-m 
b C -n-m 
for m, n E Z. 
0 
i I 
Now we have to minimize I det(Q)l = la(b* + c*>l subject to these 
constraints. We substitute for b and c and find det(Q> = 2&r* + m*) and 
so Idet(Q)( 2 2. We find a solution: a = 1, n = 0, and m = - 1, or, 
b = 1 and c = 1, that achieves this minimum. 
Hence we choose 
and so, 
1 0 -1 
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Thus the maximal primitive rllrinvariant sublattice is generated by 
a’ = (0, 1, - l), b’ = (- 1, 1, l), c’ = c = (l,O, 0). We know this is a tetrag- 
ona1-P lattice with c’ the axis of rotation. The unit cell determined by the 
triad a, b, and c is the body-centered tetragonal Bravais lattice. In fact, 
a = 1/2a’ + 1/2b’ + 1/2c’ 
= (0,1/2, - l/2) + ( - l/2,1/2,1/2) + (l/2,0,0) 
= (071,O) 
and 
b = -1/2a’ + 1/2b’ + 1/2c’ 
= (0, - l/2,1/2) + ( -l/2,1/2,1/2) + (l/2,0,0) 
= (O,O, 1). 
In summary, the form 4,, determines the tetragonal-l Bravais lattice 
and is 14. The dihedral forms are also determined: 422, is P422 and 422,, 
is 1422. 
7.4 Z, Hexagonal 
All the forms are primitive and we have: 6, is P6 and 622, is P622. 
7.5. Z, $ Z, Orthorhombic 
The primitive form in this isomorphism class is 222, which is named 
P222. Here we have by direct computation 
So that in each of the following cases, Q must be chosen in this central- 
izer. 
7.5.1. 222,. The non-primitive form is 
1 1 0 
222,,= i 0 -1 0 I v 
0 0 -1 
We have 
( 1 -$ 01 
R= I 0 1 0 I E 9-(2221,) P222). 
0 0 1 
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Thus we choose Q, just as in the monoclinic case, and obtain 
For the same reasons this lattice is maximal. We also know this is a 
single-face centered orthorhombic lattice. Since the choice of names for 
the axes is arbitrary (the setting) we let this be the C face and 222,1 is 
c222. 
7.52. 222,,,. The non-primitive form is 
1 1 1 
222 = 
III 
i 0 -1  0 OV I -1 
We have 
-1 -1 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 -1 
( 1 -; -;\ 
R=Io I 0 1 E T-(222,,,) P222). 
\o 0 11 
We have the linear constraint, that 
a -b/2 -c/2 
= 0 b 0  0 c ! 
be integral. Hence, a, b, c E Z and b = 2m, c = 2n for m, n E Z. Since 
det(Q> = abc = 4amn, the lattice determined by Q with a = m = n = 1, 
b = 2, and c = 2 is indeed maximal with index 4. 
To determine the geometry of this lattice, we find the point 
a = (O,l,O) 
= +(a’ + c’) 
= 5((-L2,O) + (1,&O)) 
is in the center of the B face. And 
b = (O,O, 1) 
= $(b’ + c’) 
= 3-LW + (1,&O)) 
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is in the center of the A face. Since in the primitive lattice all faces are 
symmetric, we have that this lattice is face-centered orthorhomic. We can 
verify this by calculating the center of the C face, 
$(a'+ b') = 3((-1,2,0) f (-1,0,2)) 
= (-l,l,l) 
which is in the lattice determined by 222,,,. Thus the lattice is orthorhom- 
bit-F and 222,, is F222. 
1.53. 2221,. The non-primitive form is 
We have 
/ 1 0 -+ \ 
R = 0 
I 
1 -; 1 E ~(222,,3’222), 
Thus we choose for RQ, 
1 0 -1 
0 1 -1 
0 0 2 
and, we have det(RQ) = det(Q) = 2. In this lattice, the point 
b = (O,l,O) 
= +(a’ + b' + c') 
= i((O,l,O) + (-1, - 1,2) + (l,O,O)) 
is in the center of the unit cell and so the lattice is body-centered 
orthorhombic, orthorhombic-Z. The form 222,, is 1222. 
7.6. Cubic 
From what has been said in Section 5 the cubic system is just a 
restriction of the orthorhombic system to have equal length axes in the 
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unit cell. Thus the centerings computed in Section 7.5 carry over to the 
cubic case. Thus, 
1. (Z, 69 z,> M z,. 
(a> 
and so, 23, = P23. 
(b) 
and so, 23,, = F23. 
(4 
-1 
i - 1 
1 0 
23,,1 = 222,” V 0 0 2  1 i 
=.I222 v l 
-1 1 0 
-1 0 2  0 I 1 
and so, 23,,, = 123. 
2. (Z, CT3 z,) >a s,. 
(a) 
432, = 23, V l 
0 -1 0 
-1 0 0  0 I -1 
0 0 -1 
and so, 432, = P432. 
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(b) 
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432,, = 23,, V -2 
0 
and so, 432,, = F432. 
(cl 
0 
432 III = 2%,* v - 1 
0 
0 
= 123 v - 1 
0 
and so, 432,,, = 1432. 
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